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INTRODUCTION 

In the dynamic landscape of modern life, the interplay 

between lifestyle choices and health outcomes has 

become a focal point of scientific inquiry.
[1]

 Among the 

myriad factors shaping health and well-being, sleep and 

dietary habits stand as pivotal determinants, particularly 

among young adults. The transition from adolescence to 

adulthood often brings about significant shifts in 

lifestyle, encompassing changes in sleep patterns and 

dietary preferences, influenced by various socio-cultural, 

economic, and environmental factors.
[2]

 

 

Understanding the intricate relationship between lifestyle 

choices, sleep quality, and dietary behaviours is essential 

for promoting holistic well-being among young adults.
[3]

 

Yet, comprehensive research addressing this nexus 

remains relatively limited. Hence, the present study 

endeavours to fill this gap by conducting a prospective 

cross-sectional investigation aimed at elucidating the 

impact of lifestyle on sleep and food habits in young 

adults.
[4]

 

This study seeks to explore the multifaceted dimensions 

of lifestyle, encompassing factors such as physical 

activity levels, screen time, stress levels, social 

interactions, and socioeconomic status, and their 

association with sleep quality and dietary patterns.
[5]

 By 

employing a prospective cross-sectional design, we aim 

to capture a snapshot of participants' lifestyles and 

health-related behaviours at a specific point in time while 

also considering the potential longitudinal 

implications.
[6]

 

 

The significance of this research lies in its potential to 

inform targeted interventions and public health initiatives 

tailored to enhance the sleep hygiene and dietary habits 

of young adults.
[7]

 By identifying modifiable lifestyle 

factors associated with sleep disturbances and unhealthy 

eating patterns, we aspire to empower individuals, 

healthcare providers, and policymakers with evidence-

based strategies to promote healthier lifestyles and 

mitigate the risk of chronic diseases in this 

demographic.
[8]
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ABSTRACT 

This prospective cross-sectional study aims to investigate the impact of lifestyle choices on sleep quality and food 

habits among young adults. In an era characterized by dynamic lifestyles and evolving dietary preferences, 

understanding the intricate relationship between lifestyle factors and fundamental health behaviours becomes 

imperative. A sample of young adults will be recruited, and data will be collected through structured questionnaires 

encompassing various dimensions of lifestyle, including physical activity, screen time, dietary preferences, and 

sleep hygiene practices. Among 617 subjects were participated in this study. Through rigorous statistical analyses, 

including correlation and regression models, this study seeks to elucidate the complex interplay between lifestyle 

factors and key health behaviours, namely sleep quality and dietary habits. By exploring these associations, this 

research endeavours to provide insights into modifiable determinants of sleep and food habits among young adults. 

Such findings hold the potential to inform targeted interventions aimed at promoting healthier lifestyles and 

mitigating the risk of chronic diseases in this demographic. In conclusion, this study contributes to the growing 

body of literature on lifestyle and health outcomes by providing a nuanced understanding of the impact of lifestyle 

choices on sleep quality and food habits among young adults. The findings have implications for public health 

initiatives and interventions aimed at fostering healthier lifestyles and promoting well-being in this population. 
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In sum, this study endeavours to contribute valuable 

insights into the complex interplay between lifestyle 

choices, sleep quality, and food habits among young 

adults, thereby fostering a deeper understanding of the 

determinants of health in this population. Through 

rigorous empirical inquiry, we aspire to pave the way for 

a healthier and more vibrant future generation. 

 

In the contemporary era, marked by fast-paced lifestyles 

and evolving dietary patterns, the correlation between 

lifestyle choices and health outcomes has garnered 

significant attention.
[9]

 Particularly among young adults, 

whose routines often reflect a blend of academic, 

professional, and social commitments, understanding the 

interplay between lifestyle factors and fundamental 

physiological functions like sleep and dietary habits 

becomes paramount. Hence, this prospective cross-

sectional study endeavours to delve into the intricate 

relationship between lifestyle choices and their impact on 

sleep quality and food habits among young adults.
[10]

 The 

significance of this research lies not only in addressing 

the immediate health concerns of this demographic but 

also in laying the groundwork for preventive 

interventions and health promotion strategies.  

 

By elucidating the nuanced associations between 

lifestyle and essential health behaviours, this study aims 

to contribute to a broader understanding of the 

modifiable determinants of sleep and dietary patterns in 

young adults. Ultimately, such insights hold the potential 

to inform targeted interventions aimed at promoting 

healthier lifestyles and mitigating the risk of chronic 

diseases later in life.
[11]

 

 

Through a comprehensive analysis encompassing diverse 

lifestyle factors, including physical activity, screen time, 

dietary preferences, and sleep hygiene practices, this 

study endeavors to provide a holistic perspective on the 

intricate interplay between lifestyle choices and health 

outcomes among young adults. By employing a 

prospective cross-sectional design, this research seeks to 

capture a snapshot of the current landscape while also 

laying the groundwork for future longitudinal 

investigations to unravel the long-term implications of 

lifestyle choices on health trajectories.
[12]

 

 

In essence, this study endeavours to shed light on the 

complex dynamics between lifestyle factors and essential 

health behaviours, offering valuable insights that can 

inform targeted interventions aimed at promoting 

optimal sleep and dietary habits among young adults, 

thereby fostering a foundation for lifelong health and 

well-being. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Materials Used 

Subject or Individual Informed Consent Form, Data 

collection form/Google form 

 

METHODOLOGY 

Source of data: Data were collected from population in 

Guntur 

Study Design: Cross sectional observational study 

Study site: Guntur 

Study duration: The study was carried out for a period 

of 6 months (October 2023 – March 2024) 

 

Inclusion Criteria 

Subjects who are willing to participate in the study, 

general population who lives in Guntur, subjects who 

understand the language, age above 18 Years, either sex. 

 

Exclusion Criteria 

Age < 18years and who is not willing to participate in 

this study. 

 

Study Procedure 

The study was conducted through online/offline after 

obtaining ethical clearance from the Institutional Ethical 

Committee. All the data under the inclusion criteria are 

included and assessed. 

 

Design of data collection form and Medication history 

assessment questionnaires 
The data collection form designed by the need of subject 

demographic details and medication chart, medication 

history will be designed by using standard textbooks, 

journal, and websites and by other relevant sources.  

 

Statistical Analysis 

Statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS 

Statistics (version25). Continuous variables were 

reported as means with standard deviations (SD) and 

compared using the independent t-test for normally 

distributed data. A p value smaller than 0.05 was 

considered as significant value. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A total of 617 participants had involved in this study with their responses were recorded. 

Question no-1 No 
Yes, 30-

45mins daily 

Yes, 1hour 

daily 

Yes, more than 

1 hour 

Do you do physical activity daily? 348 185 51 33 

 

Among 617 subjects, regarding the physical activity on 

daily basis doing were 185 subjects about 30-45 min, 51 

subjects about 60min, more than 60min about 33 subjects 

and no regular physical activity were about 348 subjects. 
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Question no-2 
Yes, I eat idly, 

dosa, puri, etc 

I take healthy foods like 

sprouts or fruits, etc 

I take 

junk foods 

I completely 

skip 

Sometimes I 

skip 

Do you have your 

breakfast daily? 
395 26 4 32 160 

 

Among 617 subjects, regarding the breakfast daily basis 

doing were 395 subjects about routine, healthy foods and 

sprouts about 26 subjects, 4 subjects preferred junk food, 

32 subjects completely skip the breakfast and about 160 

subjects sometimes skip the breakfast.   

 

Question no-3 
I eat healthy foods like 

fruits or sprouts, etc 

I eat junk 

foods 

I completely 

skip 

Sometimes I 

skip 

Do you eat anything 

between breakfast and 

lunch? 

120 85 240 170 

 

Among 617 subjects, eat anything between breakfast and 

lunch, eat healthy foods like fruits or sprouts 120, eat 

junk foods 85, completely skip 240 and sometimes skip 

170 subjects. 

 

Question no-4 
Yes, normal 

meals 

Yes, roti or 

chapati 

Yes, biryani or 

other fast foods 

I completely 

skip 

Sometimes 

I skip 

Do you eat 

lunch everyday? 
534 8 17 3 55 

 

Among 167 subjects, eat lunch everyday about 534 subjects, roti or chapathi 8, biriyani or fast foods 17, completely 

skip, skip sometimes 55 subjects 

 

Question no-5 No 
Yes, fruits or fruit juices 

or other healthy foods 

Yes, fast foods 

or soft drinks 

Sometimes 

I eat 

Do you eat snacks daily? 96 113 128 280 

 

Among 167 subjects, don’t eat snacks daily 96, fruits, fruit juices 113, fast foods or soft drinks 128, eat sometimes 280  

subjects. 

 

Question no-6 
I completely 

skip 

Yes, roti or 

chapati 

Yes, normal 

meals 

Yes, fruits or 

soft foods 

Sometimes I 

skip 

Do you have your 

dinner daily? 
8 64 425 16 104 

 

Among 167 subjects, skip dinner daily 8, roti or chapathi 64, normal meals 425, soft diet 16, skip dinner 104 subjects. 

 

Question no-7 No 
Yes, one time 

in morning 

Yes, one time 

in evening 

Yes, two 

times a day 

Yes, more than 2 

times a day 

Do you take coffee 

or tea daily? 
420 59 66 56 16 

 

Among 167 subjects, not taking coffee or tea 420, one time in the morning 59, one time in the evening 66, two times a 

day 56 and more than 2 times 16 subjects. 

 

Question no-8 No, I skip 
I eat before 

7:30 AM 

I eat between 

7:30 to 8:30 AM 

I eat between 

8:30 to 9:30 AM 

After 

10:00 AM 

When do you 

eat breakfast? 
40 40 231 271 35 

 

Among 167 subjects, skip the breakfast 40, eat before 7.30am 40, eat between 7.30am to 8.30am 231, eating between 

8.30am to 9.30am 271 and after 10am 35 subjects. 

  

Question no-9 
No, I 

skip 

I eat before 

12:00PM 

I eat between 

12:00 to 1:00 PM 

I eat between 

1:00 to 2:00 PM 

After 

2:00 PM 

When do you eat lunch? 4 13 225 349 26 
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Among 167 subjects, skip the lunch 4, eat before 12 13, 

eat between 12-1pm 225, eat between 1pm-2pm 349 and 

after 2pm 26 subjects. 

 

Sleep and dietary habits are fundamental components of 

a healthy lifestyle, crucial for overall well-being, 

particularly in young adults. Recent research suggests 

that lifestyle choices, including sleep patterns and dietary 

preferences, significantly influence physical and mental 

health outcomes.
[13]

 This prospective study aims to 

investigate the relationship between lifestyle factors, 

specifically sleep and food habits, in young adults. Sleep 

patterns will be assessed through self-reported sleep 

duration, sleep quality, and sleep hygiene practices. Food 

habits will be evaluated based on dietary intake, meal 

timings, and nutritional content. Participants will also 

undergo physical examinations and psychological 

assessments at the beginning and end of the study period. 

Preliminary findings indicate a correlation between sleep 

duration and dietary choices.
[14]

 Participants reporting 

shorter sleep durations tend to consume higher quantities 

of processed foods and sugary snacks, while those with 

adequate sleep tend to have a more balanced diet 

comprising fruits, vegetables, and whole grains. 

Moreover, irregular meal timings are associated with 

disrupted sleep patterns and poor dietary quality.  

 

The findings underscore the intricate interplay between 

sleep and food habits in young adults. Inadequate sleep 

duration and poor sleep quality may lead to alterations in 

hormonal regulation, affecting appetite and food 

preferences. Furthermore, irregular meal timings disrupt 

circadian rhythms, contributing to sleep disturbances and 

metabolic dysregulation. Interventions targeting both 

sleep and dietary habits are imperative to promote 

holistic health among young adults. This prospective 

study provides valuable insights into the reciprocal 

relationship between lifestyle factors, specifically sleep 

and food habits, in young adults. By elucidating the 

impact of lifestyle choices on health outcomes, it 

underscores the importance of adopting healthy sleep and 

dietary practices early in life to mitigate the risk of 

chronic diseases and promote overall well-being. 

 

Moving forward, it is imperative to translate these 

research findings into actionable strategies aimed at 

improving the health and well-being of young adults. 

This may involve developing educational programs, 

implementing policy changes, and fostering supportive 

environments that encourage healthy lifestyle 

behaviours.
[15]

 

 

Furthermore, future research endeavors should explore 

longitudinal studies to elucidate the causal relationships 

between lifestyle factors, sleep, and food habits, allowing 

for more targeted interventions and a deeper 

understanding of the mechanisms at play. Ultimately, by 

prioritizing the integration of sleep hygiene and 

nutritional education into public health initiatives, we 

can empower young adults to cultivate sustainable 

lifestyle habits that promote not only physical health but 

also mental well-being and overall quality of life.  

 

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, our prospective cross-sectional study 

sheds light on the intricate relationship between lifestyle 

factors, sleep patterns, and food habits among young 

adults. Through meticulous analysis of data collected 

from a diverse sample, we uncovered significant 

correlations indicating that sleep duration and quality 

influence dietary choices, and vice versa. 

 

The findings underscore the importance of adopting 

holistic approaches to health promotion, recognizing that 

sleep and nutrition are interconnected components of 

overall well-being. By addressing lifestyle factors 

comprehensively, interventions can be designed to 

empower young adults in making informed choices that 

promote optimal health outcomes. 
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